Prosecutors and End-of-Life Decision Making
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Objective: To examine personal beliefs and professional behavior of state criminal prosecutors toward end-of-life decisions.

Design: Mail survey.

Setting: District attorney offices nationwide.

Participants: All prosecuting attorneys who are members of the National District Attorneys Association. A total of 2844 surveys were mailed with 2 follow-up mailings at 6-week intervals; 761 surveys were returned for a response rate of 26.8%. The majority of respondents were white men, Protestant, and served in rural areas.

Interventions: None.

Main Outcome Measures: On the basis of 4 case scenarios, (1) professional behavior as determined by respondents’ willingness to prosecute and what criminal charges they would seek; and (2) personal beliefs as determined by whether prosecutors believed the physicians’ actions were morally wrong and whether they would want the same action taken if they were in the patient’s condition.

Results: Most respondents would not seek prosecution in 3 of the 4 cases. In the fourth case, involving physician-assisted suicide, only about one third of the respondents said that they definitely would prosecute. Those who would prosecute would most often seek a charge of criminal homicide. A majority of respondents believed that the physicians’ actions were morally correct in each of the 4 cases and would want the same action taken if they were in the patient’s position. There was a strong correlation between personal beliefs and professional behaviors.

Conclusions: A large majority of responding prosecutors were unwilling to prosecute physicians in cases that clearly fall within currently accepted legal and professional boundaries. In the case of physician-assisted suicide, results reflected a surprisingly large professional unwillingness to prosecute and an even greater personal acceptance of physician-assisted suicide.
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IN THE 20 years since the New Jersey Supreme Court’s Karen Ann Quinlan decision in 1976, our society has forged an operative consensus about the legality and morality of forgoing life-sustaining medical treatment. This consensus has rejected an absolute vitalism—that life must be preserved as long as possible no matter what the circumstances.1,2 Nonetheless, some treatment limitations, such as forgoing artificial provision of fluids and nutrition or turning off mechanical ventilators remain problematic for many persons from a psychosocial and moral, if not legal, perspective.3 A new and increasingly visible debate involves whether our society should take the next step: allowing physicians to aid their patients in actively hastening death.

The criminal law is often perceived as a barrier to making end-of-life decisions.4 Whether criminal liability is a realistic concern depends heavily on the discretion of participants in the criminal justice system, and perhaps none more so than criminal prosecutors. This study examines the professional and personal attitudes, beliefs, and self-predicted behavior of criminal prosecutors toward a spectrum of decisions at the end of life in an effort to discern how they might exercise their discretion to prosecute or not. We chose to study prosecutors not be-
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METHODS

SUBJECTS
A mail survey was sent to all prosecutors (N = 2844) who were members of the National District Attorneys Association (NDAA). The NDAA is the only national professional organization for prosecutors in the country. Surveys were sent to prosecutors in every state, except Delaware, Rhode Island, and the District of Columbia in which there were no prosecutors who were members of the NDAA. The project was approved by the University of Pittsburgh (Pa) institutional review board.

MAILING
Surveys were initially mailed in October 1994, with 2 follow-up mailings at 6-week intervals. All respondents were guaranteed anonymity. Surveys contained respondent identification numbers for tracking purposes only.

INSTRUMENT
The survey consisted of 4 scenarios constructed to study various clinical practices associated with end-of-life decision making. Cases 1, 2, and 3 raise issues that fall within the consensus about end-of-life decision making though there is some lingering controversy about the behavior contemplated in these cases. By contrast, in case 4 the patient's request to a physician to provide a lethal overdose was clearly outside the traditional consensus. However, it is a practice about which there is increasing discussion and possibly support from both the public and physicians.

Case 1
Turning off respirator for a now incompetent patient based on family reporting of his wishes. Mr B is a 55-year-old-man who suffers from emphysema, chronic respiratory failure, and chronic heart failure secondary to arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries). At home he was on oxygen constantly and was very limited in his physical activity. He was admitted to the hospital when his breathing deteriorated even further. A chest x-ray demonstrated a tumor, which turned out to be inoperable and highly malignant.

Because of his severe respiratory failure, a tube was inserted through his mouth into his trachea (windpipe) and he was attached to a respirator (breathing machine). Repeated efforts to remove him from the machine and have him breathe on his own were unsuccessful.

After several weeks on the respirator, it became clear that Mr B could never come off it. Although he was conscious, he was no longer mentally lucid. On many occasions he tried to remove the tubes because they were causing him great discomfort, and his hands had to be tied to his bed rails with soft restraints.

His wife and 2 married daughters told his doctor that prior to being hospitalized, Mr B had told each of them on a number of occasions that he was afraid that, because of his emphysema, this kind of thing would happen. He made them swear that if it did, they would not force him to undergo this kind of, what he called, “torture.”

If the respirator is turned off, Mr B will experience no distress and can be expected to die in no more than 20 minutes. His family and doctor, though not wishing to see him die, have accepted the inevitability of his death and would like to comply with his wishes. However, the hospital administration is concerned about possible criminal liability if the respirator is turned off.

Case 2
Administering morphine at the request of a terminally ill, competent cancer patient to alleviate pain. The patient is a 55-year-old married woman hospitalized with pancreatic cancer that has spread throughout her body. She has only days or possibly a month left to live. The patient is awake and mentally competent but is suffering great physical pain from her illness. Her doctor informs her that while he can give her more pain medication (in this case, intravenous morphine), the dose necessary to stop the pain will likely suppress her breathing, thereby bringing her life to an end. The patient and her devoted husband and children say they prefer that the pain be relieved. However, the hospital administration is concerned about possible criminal liability if the morphine is administered.

Case 3
Terminating tube-feeding for a patient in a persistent vegetative state based on oral statements of his wishes. Following a
The patient's family, who have been entirely devoted to his care, informed the patient's doctor and the nursing home that they wish the tube-feedings to be discontinued, allowing the patient to die. If the tube-feedings were discontinued, he would die in about a week and, because of his persistent vegetative state, experience no discomfort or pain. While he had no written living will or durable power of attorney, his family notes that the patient said on many occasions that he would not want to be kept alive in an unconscious state, and had specifically mentioned that he would not want to be maintained by “tube-feeding.” His long-time doctor confirms that the patient had said the same thing to him before the accident. However, the hospital administration is concerned about possible criminal liability if the tube-feeding is discontinued.

Case 4

Providing morphine tablets to a terminally ill brain tumor patient for her to take to end her life. The patient is a fully competent 55-year-old married woman without children. She is dying from an untreatable brain tumor. She has been to specialists in several nationally known medical clinics, all of whom agree that there can be no benefit from surgery, drugs, or radiation therapy. Since learning of her diagnosis 6 months ago, she has been suffering from increasingly severe symptoms including headaches, nausea, and now excruciating pain which persists despite large doses of morphine. There is no need for her to be hospitalized. She spends much of her time confined to bed at home and when she is not moaning and crying out in pain, she is spending increasing amounts of time sleeping.

Beginning 3 weeks ago, she began telling her husband and doctor that she wants to die and asking her doctor to give her extra morphine tablets which she will save and then take all at once to end her life. She is being treated by her family physician who has been her doctor for almost 20 years and who knows her and her husband well. Her family and doctor, though not wishing to see her die, have also accepted the inevitability of her death and would like to comply with her wishes in order to spare her additional pain and suffering that will inevitably occur before her death. However, her doctor is concerned about possible criminal liability if she dies from an excess of morphine.

Survey Questions

We intentionally held certain factors constant: age, either irreversible loss of consciousness or a terminal illness, a previously expressed wish not to be kept alive in his or her current state, and a devoted family who accepts the inevitability of the patient’s situation and wants to comply with the patient's expressed wishes.

We attempted to assess the respondents’ professional reactions to the cases by asking whether they would take measures leading to prosecution if the specific end-of-life decision were actually made, the patient died, and the case came to their attention through a formal referral from the police, medical examiner, or some other governmental entity. Responses were open ended to questions concerning what criminal charges prosecutors would seek, if any. This allowed respondents to provide more complete answers and ensured that more relevant information was obtained. Open-ended questions were coded for analysis.

Prosecutors were also asked to answer 2 questions about their personal beliefs and opinions for each case, namely, whether they believed the physician's actions were morally wrong and whether they would want the same action taken if they were in the patient's situation. Respondents were asked whether they would favor or oppose legislation allowing physicians to assist terminally ill patients in committing suicide as well as legislation allowing physicians to actively end the lives of terminally ill patients and whether they think these actions are morally justified in some circumstances regardless of legality. Finally, prosecutors were asked whether life should be maintained for as long as possible, by whatever means possible, in all circumstances.
at least limited recognition—not just in the United States, but worldwide—by legislation (as in Oregon15 and the Northern Territory of Australia16), by judicial decision (as in Colombia17 and as was unsuccessfully tried in Florida18), or by a more informal legal mechanism (as in the Netherlands19). Regardless of legal developments, physician-assisted suicide is likely to remain an issue very much within the realm of public debate.

**RESULTS**

Of the 2844 surveys mailed, 761 were returned, for a response rate of 26.8%. Selected demographic characteristics of the respondents are shown in Table 1. At least 1 survey was returned from each of 48 states. Most of the survey responders were white men with a mean ± SD age of 43.7 ± 7.8 years. A majority (61.0%) were Protestant, and respondents were fairly evenly divided concerning the influence of faith on their beliefs regarding end-of-life decision making. Most respondents (72.2%) served rural areas, 16.5% served urban areas, and 11.3% served suburbs.

Only 12.1% of respondents had ever been formally involved in an end-of-life case, but 30.4% stated that they had been contacted about such issues by a physician, hospital or nursing home administrator, or lawyer for a hospital or nursing home. Of those, most (63.6%) had been contacted 2 to 5 times, and 23.4% had been contacted once.

Table 1. Respondent Characteristics*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Number (Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean, y</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>683 (89.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>734 (96.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>7 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>11 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>464 (61.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>198 (26.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>18 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>48 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>35 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith influences belief on end-of-life decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly</td>
<td>206 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td>218 (28.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimally</td>
<td>148 (19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No influence</td>
<td>189 (24.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted about termination of life support issues</td>
<td>231 (30.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of times contacted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>54 (23.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>149 (63.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>19 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>9 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic area served</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>549 (72.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>126 (16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>86 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage), except for age.

Table 2. Willingness to Take Formal Action*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>99 (13.0)</td>
<td>144 (18.9)</td>
<td>127 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>514 (67.5)</td>
<td>464 (61.0)</td>
<td>466 (61.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>148 (19.5)</td>
<td>153 (20.1)</td>
<td>168 (22.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Whether prosecutor would take action against physician if case came to his or her attention through formal means. Data are given as number (percentage).

Table 3. Take Formal Measures: Likely Criminal Charge*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likely Criminal Charge</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal homicide</td>
<td>45 (42.5)</td>
<td>89 (37.1)</td>
<td>75 (56.3)</td>
<td>97 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiding suicide</td>
<td>7 (6.6)</td>
<td>12 (7.9)</td>
<td>8 (3.8)</td>
<td>114 (37.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endangerment or harm to person</td>
<td>1 (0.9)</td>
<td>1 (0.7)</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug charges</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2 (1.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>19 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refer to other authorities</td>
<td>18 (17.0)</td>
<td>13 (8.6)</td>
<td>18 (13.5)</td>
<td>23 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend further investigation</td>
<td>28 (26.4)</td>
<td>26 (17.2)</td>
<td>24 (18.0)</td>
<td>31 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7 (6.6)</td>
<td>4 (2.6)</td>
<td>7 (5.3)</td>
<td>17 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage). Ellipses indicate not applicable. Totals of various criminal charges are greater than number of respondents willing to prosecute because some respondents specified more than 1 charge.

WILLINGNESS TO TAKE FORMAL ACTION

Table 2 shows that in the less controversial cases (cases 1, 2, and 3), no more than one fifth of respondents would take measures that might lead to prosecution, such as seeking an indictment. However, approximately another one fifth were undecided about what they would do. In the potential assisted-suicide case, almost twice as many respondents would take formal action if death ensued.

INFLUENCE OF PERSONAL BELIEFS ON WILLINGNESS TO PROSECUTE

Table 4 examines respondents’ personal beliefs, as distinguished from their professional views. Most respondents, if they were in the position of the patients in the cases, would want treatment terminated, or as in case 4, would want their request for pills to commit suicide to be honored. An overwhelming majority of respondents (ranging from 86%-94%) believed that these actions were morally correct in cases 1, 2, and 3, and two thirds held this belief in case 4.

Table 5 shows the relationship between respondents’ beliefs about the morality of the physician’s actions and willingness to prosecute. In all cases, a majority of respondents who thought the physician’s action was morally wrong would prosecute whereas a majority of
those who did not think the action was morally wrong would not prosecute. Those unsure of the morality of the physician’s action were also unsure about whether they would prosecute if each of the cases came to their attention through a formal mechanism.

Table 6 shows a similarly high correlation between willingness to prosecute and prosecutors’ wishes if they were in the hypothetical patient’s situation. In all cases, a majority of prosecutors who would want the same action taken would not prosecute while a majority of those who would not want the same thing done if they were in the patient’s condition would prosecute. Results for Tables 5 and 6 were significant at the .000 level, indicating a strong correlation between personal beliefs and professional behavior.

We also asked prosecutors general questions to elicit their opinions about end-of-life decision making. Table 7 shows that more than 90% of respondents are not “vitalists”; that is, they do not believe that life should be maintained as long as possible regardless of the circumstances. Three fifths of respondents believed that physician-assisted suicide may be morally justified in some circumstances, and more than two fifths believed the same about lethal injection. To the question “Would you favor or oppose legislation that would allow physicians to assist terminally ill patients in committing suicide in some circumstances?” 349 (45.9%) were in favor, 228 (30.0%) were opposed, and 184 (24.2%) were not sure. In response to the question “Would you favor or oppose legislation that would allow physicians to actively end the lives of terminally ill patients in some circumstances?” 254 (33.4%) were in favor, 281 (36.9%) were opposed, and 226 (29.7%) were not sure.

**Table 4. Personal Beliefs About Case Scenarios Presented**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Scenario Presented</th>
<th>Would Want Same Action Done If In Patient’s Position</th>
<th>Believe Action Is Morally Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remove respirator</td>
<td>731 (96.5)</td>
<td>716 (94.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use morphine to alleviate pain</td>
<td>690 (90.7)</td>
<td>654 (86.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove tube feeding</td>
<td>688 (91.7)</td>
<td>662 (87.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give morphine tablets to dying patient</td>
<td>600 (78.8)</td>
<td>513 (67.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage).

**Table 5. Morality of Physician’s Actions and Willingness to Prosecute**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: Remove ventilator</th>
<th>Would prosecute</th>
<th>Would not prosecute</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morally Wrong</td>
<td>27 (60.0)</td>
<td>12 (26.7)</td>
<td>6 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morally Not Wrong</td>
<td>58 (8.8)</td>
<td>480 (74.3)</td>
<td>111 (16.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14 (24.1)</td>
<td>14 (24.1)</td>
<td>30 (51.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage). PVS indicates persistent vegetative state.

**Table 6. Would Want Same Thing If in Patient’s Condition and Willingness to Prosecute**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: Remove ventilator</th>
<th>Would Want Same Thing Done</th>
<th>Would Not Want Same Thing Done</th>
<th>Not Sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would prosecute</td>
<td>14 (51.9)</td>
<td>69 (10.4)</td>
<td>16 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would not prosecute</td>
<td>11 (40.7)</td>
<td>480 (72.6)</td>
<td>24 (32.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td>2 (7.4)</td>
<td>112 (16.9)</td>
<td>33 (45.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage). PVS indicates persistent vegetative state.

The cases we posed to prosecutors track the evolution of the consensus about end-of-life decision making. None of the cases are clear-cut. Each focuses on aspects of end-of-life decision making that have engendered some degree of controversy. However, the practices in cases 1, 2, and 3 have all achieved a relatively high degree of acceptance and inclusion in the consensus; only case 4, involving physician-assisted suicide, has been and remains clearly outside the consensus.

The responses to our questionnaire present classic half-empty-glass, half-full-glass situations. For example, should we be heartened by the finding that between 80% and 90% of responding prosecutors would not find it problematic that physicians honored a very specific oral advance directive in cases 1 and 3? Or, should we be very concerned that between 10% and 20% of responding prosecutors said they would prosecute in a case involving well-accepted medical practice and that another 20% or so are undecided? In actual practice, when prosecutors closely examine a case, they are very unlikely to prosecute, as evidenced by the fact that there is only one prosecution of physicians for forgoing life-
sustaining treatment reported in official legal case reports, and at that time (1981-1983) the particular practice—termination of tube-feeding from a patient in a persistent vegetative state—was not nearly as well accepted in law or medical practice as today. This is consistent with our finding that only 12% of respondents had ever been involved in any way in an end-of-life case.

The responses to case 4 demonstrate a considerable willingness by respondent prosecutors to tolerate physician-assisted suicide. According to the formal law, it is a crime in most, if not all, states for anyone—physician or other—to aid another person in actively taking his or her life, regardless of the means or motive. So it is not surprising that significantly more respondents (about twice as many as would prosecute in the next most frequent case) said that they would prosecute a physician for providing the patient in case 4 with extra morphine tablets knowing she would save them and use them to end her life.

On the other hand, it is very surprising that three fifths of respondents would not prosecute conduct that almost certainly was, formally speaking, a crime. This finding is probably explained in large part by the respondents' personal views about whether they believe physician-assisted suicide is ever morally justified, about whether it should be legalized, and about what they would want done for them if they were in the situation of the patient in case 4 (see Tables 4, 7, and 8). In fact, in all 4 cases, respondents' personal beliefs were more liberal than their perceived duty under the law.

It is difficult to believe that 40% of respondents really would prosecute in case 4. Although there are no accurate statistics on the number of prosecutions for assisted suicide and mercy killing, there are only a handful or 2 of newspaper accounts in the United States reporting prosecutions of physicians and laypeople each year for these practices. This fact, taken together with the fact that physician-assisted suicide is a phenomenon that has long existed, makes clear that actual true rate is probably infinitesimal, and certainly lower than 40%. There are other possible explanations for a low prosecution rate, most notably that because of the secretive nature of this behavior, it rarely comes to the attention of prosecutors and thus could not be prosecuted even if the prosecutor would be inclined to do so. Equally plausible explanations are that prosecutors are far more concerned with more traditional forms of crime, that physician-assisted suicide, at least if truly voluntary on the part of the patient, might be viewed as a “victimless crime,” and the possibility, as previously mentioned, that once a prosecutor becomes more intimately acquainted with the details of a particular case, his or her theoretical inclination to prosecute melts in the face of the facts.

It is possible that respondents’ predicted responses to our 4 cases result from their inadequate knowledge of the law. It was impossible to study that knowledge because of the numerous variations in state law and because the law is vague and uncertain in at least half the states and subject to a broad range of interpretations in the other states. Instead, we used respondents’ involvement in end-of-life cases as a proxy for their knowledge of the law. There is very little difference in the action that a respondent would take between those who have been involved in an end-of-life case and those who have not. Thus, if experience with end-of-life cases is a valid proxy for knowledge of the law, knowledge of the law is not a determinative factor in the decision to prosecute.

The only significant difference between the respondents with experience in end-of-life cases and those without occurred with physician-assisted suicide. In this instance, more than half of the prosecutors with experience were willing to prosecute while only 37% of those with no experience would. These findings suggest that experience does not necessarily result in better knowledge of the law.

The findings with the most significant long-run implications concern the personal beliefs of responding prosecutors. In all 4 cases, personal beliefs predicted whether prosecutors would prosecute. The influence of personal belief or preference has also been shown to influence psychiatrists’ behavior toward patients requesting physician-assisted suicide. One study revealed that psychiatrists who would choose the option of physician-assisted suicide for themselves are more likely to support its availability for others. Public opinion polls demonstrate significant public support for legalization of the practice. Despite the failure of the US Supreme Court to invalidate laws criminalizing physician-assisted suicide, continuing public debate on this subject might give further impetus to prosecutors not to bring criminal charges against physicians accused of actively hastening the death of terminally ill patients. As time passes, more people, including prosecutors, will have firsthand experience among immediate family and close friends with contemporary medicalized death and with the grievous pain, suffering, and cost that it can impose on patients and their loved ones, experience that could signal growing tolerance of and increased support for physician-assisted suicide.

Thus, we believe that the foregoing considerations, along with the proportion of respondent prosecutors who do not find physician-assisted suicide morally objectionable and would want it for themselves under some circumstances, and the correlation between personal beliefs and willingness to prosecute, suggest that a likely avenue for the legalization of physician-assisted suicide would be an informal route similar to the one taken in the Netherlands.

---

Table 7. General Opinions About End-of-Life Decision Making*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Not Sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Should life be maintained for as long as possible, by whatever means possible, in all circumstances?</td>
<td>20 (2.6)</td>
<td>692 (90.9)</td>
<td>49 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there times when you feel physician-assisted suicide may be morally justified?</td>
<td>457 (60.1)</td>
<td>213 (28.0)</td>
<td>91 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there times when you feel lethal injection may be morally justified?</td>
<td>333 (43.8)</td>
<td>277 (36.4)</td>
<td>151 (19.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as number (percentage).
The movement toward physician-assisted suicide, like the 20-year evolution of the consensus about forgoing life-sustaining treatment, is unlikely to follow a straight line. Acceptance of the practice by individual physicians, lawmakers, and the public will occur at different rates. Some will never accept it at all or in particular kinds of cases, just the way some physicians will not participate in the forgoing of life-sustaining treatment in general or the forgoing of tube-feeding in particular. But unless something rather dramatic and unexpected occurs, the acceptance of physician-assisted suicide in some form now seems certain.

Our findings must be considered in the context of the low response rate (26.8%), which prevents us from being able to generalize study results to prosecutors throughout the country. However, the number of prosecutors who completed the survey was substantial (n = 761) and we received completed surveys from prosecutors in 48 of 51 jurisdictions, which provided widespread geographic representation. Also, with the exception of these 3 jurisdictions, the distribution of our survey responses is roughly equal to the distribution of NDAAs members in each state. Another limitation involves the representativeness of the respondents. Those prosecutors who answered our survey are likely to be more motivated and more interested in these issues. Consequently, respondents might have answered the questions differently from the way in which nonrespondents would have. Nonetheless, our findings provide some insight into how some prosecutors view a spectrum of end-of-life situations and thus provides a starting point for thinking about how to ensure that practices that are generally accepted in the medical profession are shielded from legal consequences in end-of-life situations.

Because our study asked prosecutors to respond to hypothetical situations, the responses to our survey do not necessarily represent the decisions prosecutors would make in real cases in which they might have more motivation and time for legal research, consultation with colleagues, and reflection. Finally, the absence of any previous studies with which to compare our results makes it impossible to discern a trend in the thinking of prosecutors and whether this trend corresponds with or diverges from the trend among physicians or the public generally.

Those who are inclined to believe that criminal prosecutors pose an omnipresent threat to the conscientious medical care of the dying will find support for their view in the finding that about one fifth of the respondents say that they would prosecute for withholding or withdrawing life-sustaining medical treatment, behavior that clearly falls within currently accepted legal and professional parameters. Many will be heartened by the finding that four fifths would not prosecute, and if historical precedent is a guide, those who said they would prosecute would likely be deterred upon further investigation and reflection. Nonetheless, the large number of respondents who were undecided about prosecution of cases that many in the medical profession believe to be within the standard of practice may pose a great concern to already worried physicians.

When it comes to physician-assisted suicide, a behavior that falls outside a clear legal and social consensus, the responses of prosecutors reflects a surprisingly large professional unwillingness to prosecute and an even greater personal acceptance of physician-assisted suicide, even among those entrusted with enforcing the letter of the law. This finding suggests that despite the Supreme Court decisions that there is no constitutional right to physician-assisted suicide, the issue will continue to be debated at the state level, where it might find growing acceptance among voters, courts, and legislatures.
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